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Summary

› In the First Quarter 2020, U.S. and global economies came to a sudden halt,
as efforts to contain the Corona-virus pandemic by way of “shelter-at-home”
directives were adopted.

› Point of View
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› Bond Markets
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› While a dramatic decline in economic activity in the Second Quarter is universally
anticipated, there is genuine uncertainty around the path of recovery: When will the
recovery get underway; How strong will it be; and What will be the long term effects
on behavior and attitudes?

› U.S. Equities
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› The extremely aggressive fiscal and monetary policy support measures introduced
by the Federal Reserve and by Washington policy makers, triggered a rapid bounce
in risk appetite in financial markets as we entered the Second Quarter.

› Our Team
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› Market participants now debate whether the policy support will suffice to contain
the damage being done by the loss of incomes and business revenues.

The information and opinions presented in this report were prepared by Optimum Quantvest Corporation
(OQC) and are intended strictly for informational purposes only. Views expressed in this presentation are
solely the opinions of the investment professionals at OQC and are subject to change at any time without
notice. The information in this document may not be reproduced in whole or in part without the express
written permission from OQC. The external sources used in compiling of this report have been deemed
reliable by OQC, however, we do not assume to reconfirm their absolute accuracy and limitations. Market
data presented is provided by third party and OQC is not responsible for any errors or omissions in the
data. OQC as a Registered Investment Advisor invests in many of the securities, security types, sector
and/or industries discussed in this presentation. The information contained within this report does not
constitute investment advice or guidance. Additionally, it should not be utilized as the singular basis for
investment decisions.
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Point of View
Anders Ekernas, Chief Investment Officer

As the threat posed by the Covid-19 pandemic triggered
a dramatic downturn in investor optimism and growth
expectations, financial markets re-priced sharply in the
First Quarter in a classic “risk-off” cycle.
Having entered this cycle with significantly less than
benchmark index exposure to credit- and liquidity- risks,
we utilized the opportunity to buy corporate (and MBS) bonds
in March at historically cheap levels so as to end the First
Quarter with allocations to those sectors in line with the
index. By doing so, we “locked in” the benefit of having been
less exposed than the index to widening spreads in the First
Quarter, while also, importantly, locking in those higher yields
on the securities purchased in March for the benefit of future
returns going into the Second Quarter.

We continue to be cautious in navigating the markets as
we recognize the potential for financial strains arising in
an environment where high levels of corporate indebtedness
meet large shortfalls in revenues as sales evaporate
in the wake of Lockdowns and extreme uncertainty.
The economy and financial markets now find themselves
in uncharted waters. When sailing in uncharted waters,
seafarers employ three strategies:
1. Proceed cautiously;
2. Have a sharp eyed outlook posted; and
3. Have an experienced pair of hands at the tiller.
We hope to have an opportunity to guide your portfolio
embracing and representing those virtues.
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Bond Markets
Mark McDonnell, Senior Portfolio Manager

The U.S. bond market can be broken down into two major
components: Treasuries as one component and Corporate
Bonds and mortgages representing most of the other
component. These two performed markedly differently
during the quarter.
As shown in the chart below, the rapidly slowing U.S.
economy in the wake of the Covid-19 related lockdowns
drove the Treasury market to rally significantly, producing
a total return of 8.2% for the quarter. These same forces
drove the Corporate bond market to sell off and produce
a total return of -3.63%. Securitized bonds such as
mortgages fared better with a return of 2.65% but still
trailed the returns on US Treasuries.
Treasury bonds performed strongly for a number of reasons.
Chiefly among them the Federal Reserve cutting the Federal
Funds rate and reinstituting Quantitative Easing. Corporate
debt performed poorly as economists produced estimates of
a severe recession, with a potential for a significant increase
in downgrades and default. Mortgages with the same credit
quality as Treasuries failed to rally as strongly as investors
dealt with a number of potential outcomes such as rising
defaults and rising refinancing activity (see Table 1).
Table 1 – Bloomberg Barclays Indices

YTD Total Return
U.S. Aggregate
U.S. Treasury
Intermediate
Long
Corporate
Intermediate
Long
Securitized
U.S. MBS

3.15%
8.20%
5.25%
20.90%
-3.63%
-3.15%
-4.51%
2.65%
2.82%

Excess Return YTD
-4.15%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
-13.50%
-8.92%
-21.95%
-1.24%
-0.83%

The US Yield Curve
The U.S. Treasury “Bull Steepened” where all Treasuries
from 3-month Bills to 30-year Bonds rallied with the shorter
maturities dropping in yield more than the longer maturities.
Overall yields are lower but investors now are compensated
modestly more for extending duration than they did at
the start of the year. On March 15th the Federal Reserve
committed to purchasing $700 billion of U.S. Treasuries
which will serve to slow or stop any significant rise in
Treasury rates in the near term.

Corporate Bonds
On December 31, 2019, the Option Adjusted Spread
or additional yield one received for investing in the U.S.
Investment Grade corporate bonds stood at 93 basis points
or less than 1% more than Treasuries. The potential for
a Covid-19 recession forced investors to reevaluate the
risk of investing in corporate debt, especially with the very
real threat of the ratings agencies downgrading the credit
ratings of significant sectors of the credit markets. Investors
demanded more yield from Corporate America before they
would buy any more corporate debt. That, coupled with
significant outflows from both Investment Grade and High
Yield bond mutual funds, drove spreads significantly wider
over the quarter. The Option Adjusted Spread stood at
272 basis points on March 31, 2020.

Data in the above chart was sourced from Bloomberg Barclays Indices.

STRATEGY
We entered the quarter believing
investors were not adequately
compensated for taking credit risk.
We owned significantly less corporate
credit than the index and what we

invested in was defensive and higher
in credit quality than the index. We
saw value when credit spreads rose
above 250 basis points and invested
in corporate bonds, bringing our clients

to index weight in credit. We see value
in credit at these spreads and will
continue to purchase corporate bonds
where we see value.
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U.S. Equities
Jan Erik Warneryd, Senior Portfolio Manager

The first half of Q1 2020 started out in uneventful fashion
as the 2019 rally continued with just a few hiccups – the
S&P500 even managed to make a new all-time-high on
February 19 before a significant rout began that would take
the Index down by 35% from the peak in 5 weeks. The market
was able to ignore the COVID-19 epidemic early in the year,
when it was thought to be contained to China and a few other
Asian countries, but when it spread to Europe and the US,
the negative implications for global growth became apparent
and investors started rushing for the exits.
At this point, with various lock-downs in effect in Europe and
the US, it is very difficult to assess the final impact on the
economy other than to say it will be very significant. At the
same time, governments and central banks are committed
to mitigating the negative growth impulse with unprecedented
amounts of fiscal and monetary stimulus, which will serve
as an important counter-balance. It is simply too soon to say
when and where this episode will end but some hope can
be gained from the fact that despite widespread political
uncertainty and dysfunction, authorities in many countries
appear to have been able to respond quickly with significant
plans both to protect their economies and slow down the
spread of the virus.
The impact on corporate profits from the sudden stop in the
global economy is hard to quantify at this point but a good
place to start framing the problem of valuation would be to
look at what we do know. There is no doubt that governments
and central banks as well as the IMF and other institutions
are serious about providing timely counterbalancing
measures in the form of stimulus, easing of regulations and
emergency funding to minimize the impact from the current
crisis. These measures are made infinitely cheaper to finance
through debt issuance when, as is now the case, real interest
rates on government bonds are negative throughout the
developed world. However, the debt increase will at some
point most likely lead to higher interest rates when nearunlimited supply of new issuance meets higher inflation
expectations as the global economy recovers.
In an environment with rising interest rates and rising
inflation, assets that produce real returns will be preferable
over fixed income securities. This would suggest that equities
should attract capital as investors look for higher real returns
outside of the bond market. The timing of investor flows
back into equities is difficult to pinpoint, although the Q1
performance of a standard 60% equities/40% bonds portfolio
should result in significant rebalancing. At the end of Q1 a
portfolio that started the year with a 60/40 allocation would

be down 10.5% if invested in the S&P500 and the Aggregate
Bond Index and now have a 54% equity and 46% bond
allocation. Some rebalancing may already have taken place
by quarter end but many investors are probably unwilling to
invest more in equities before knowing what cash needs they
may have in the next few months.
As far as valuation of the equity market is concerned, it is
too early to know the earnings impact of the current situation,
so we cannot determine what the Price/Earnings multiple
is right now. A tool that many investors refer to is the CAPE
Ratio, also known as the Shiller P/E, after Robert Shiller,
the Nobel Prize-winning Yale Professor who popularized
the measure. The CAPE Ratio uses historical 10-year real
earnings instead of current (or expected) earnings for the
E component and has indicated that the market, until the
current downturn, was unusually richly valued. At the market
high in February, the CAPE Ratio stood at 31.6 but about
a month later, on March 23, it had fallen to 20.4 (all data
is derived from Professor Shiller’s website). The range since
the financial crisis in 2008 has been from a high at 33.3 in
January 2018 and a low of 13.3 in March 2009. Incidentally,
the ratio reached 44.2 at the end of 1999. Given the quick
global response to alleviate the crisis and the fact that it does
not have a financial problem at its root, it is unlikely that we
will see valuations as low as during the 2008/9 episode but
further downside can, of course, not be ruled out. The current
valuation, from a CAPE Ratio perspective, may be getting
close to attractive levels for long-term investors.
In the current environment, rather than investing in the
cap-weighted index, we prefer sectors that enjoy lowerthan-market P/E ratios and pay relatively high dividends
such as Telecom Service providers (T and VZ), Banks and
Pharmaceutical companies. An argument can be made that
Technology companies that benefit from the increase in
online activity and telecommuting make for good investments
here but we believe current tech company valuations already
reflect high earnings growth expectations. We prefer to invest
in overlooked sectors such as the above-mentioned Telecom
providers who should benefit from the same trends but
haven’t received the same attention from the market.
Disclosure: Please contact us for a full list of recommendations
made within the 12-month period preceding the date of
this communication. It should not be assumed that the
recommendations made in the future will be profitable
or will equal the performance of the securities in this list.
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Our Team

Anders Ekernas

Jan Erik Warneryd

Mark McDonnell

Radha Lai

Chief Investment Officer
Telephone: 203 425-1424
aekernas@optimumquantvest.com

Senior Portfolio Manager
Telephone: 203 425-1430
jwarneryd@optimumquantvest.com

Portfolio Manager
Telephone: 203 425-1427
rlai@optimumquantvest.com

Senior Portfolio Manager
Telephone: 203 425-1428
mmcdonnell@optimumquantvest.com

OPTIMUM QUANTVEST CORPORATION
We take a different approach to traditional US fixed income and equity investing. Our combination of macro-economic and fundamentallybased analysis aims to outperform over the long-term. While our expertise is investment management, becoming a trusted partner and advisor
defines our purpose.
With a track record of over 30 years, we have assisted pensions, insurance companies, corporations, endowments, foundations and high-net
worth individuals with their investment needs. Our approach to US fixed income strategies combines a macro-economic perspective with
an inherent value bias, with an objective to reward investors over the long-term. Our equity strategy aims to outperform the S&P 500 Index
while maintaining lower than market volatility.
We collaborate with our sister companies in Montréal and Paris and share a proprietary analytical technology providing us with a quantitative
edge in making investment decisions.
Optimum Quantvest Corporation is a subsidiary of Optimum Group, a private and diversified financial group with international operations.

OPTIMUM QUANTVEST CORPORATION

To subscribe to a quarterly distribution list for our Financial Outlook report,
please email a request to info@optimumquantvest.com or call us at 203 425-1420.

600 Summer Street, Suite 203
Stamford, CT 06901, USA
+1 203 425-1420
info@optimumquantvest.com

We would be pleased to send it to you personally.
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